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Background
Published guidelines prepared by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources to assist the public and planning
authorities, such as municipalities and conservation authorities, with an explanation of the Natural Hazards
Policies (3.1) of the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) of the 1990 Planning Act.
•

References to natural hazards,
flooding, and erosion
referenced throughout the PPS

•

1996/1997 PPS updated in
2005, 2014, 2020

•

Also referenced in 2002
Adaptive Management of
Stream Corridors in Ontario
publication
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Which Guidelines?
1996 TECHNICAL GUIDE FOR GREAT LAKES – ST. LAWRENCE RIVER SHORELINES

2001

1996

Hazardous
Sites

Large Inland
Lakes
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2002

Guideline Document Review for
Erosion Assessment

2002

Why Professional Geoscientists Ontario, PGO?
Mandated through the Professional
Geoscientists Act, 2000 (PGA) to
serve and protect the public and
natural environment by regulating
the practice of professional
geoscience in Ontario.
• Role of geoscientists in
“geohazards”
• PGO is recognized stakeholder
• PGO registrants include many of
experts in the field
• Professional Practice Guidelines for
Geomorphologists relevant to
geohazards and erosion hazard
assessment

Geohazards, Engineering, and Infrastructure
https://geoscientistscanada.ca/publications.php
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Geomorphology Subcommittee
https://www.pgo.ca/about/professional-practice

Why Now?
• Existing guidelines have been in
services for two decades
• Science, practice, and regulatory
landscape have evolved
• Climate change has renewed
public focus on flooding and
erosion hazards

Sixth Assessment Report (ipcc.ch)

An Independent Review of the 2019 Flood
Events in Ontario
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Ontario 2020 Flooding Strategy

Why Now?
Better leverage scientific and technological advancements since 1990s
• Geographic information systems (GIS), remote sensing and LiDAR
• Advanced computing,
3D modelling,
visualizations,
geostatistics

Geohazard Journals

Advanced GIS Applications (e.g., Weiss, 2001)
http://www.jennessent.com/downloads/tpi-poster-tnc_18x22.pdf
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LiDAR Digital Elevation Models
https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/

Guideline Document Reviews
Erosion Hazard Assessment
Understanding Natural Hazards (2001)
•
•
•

Great Lakes – St Lawrence River
System and Large Inland Lakes
River and Stream Systems
Hazardous Sites

Technical Guide River & Streams Systems:
Erosion Hazard Limit (2002)
•
•
•

Erosion Processes
Application of Provincial Policy
Site Investigations and Studies

Updates Recommended to Address:
1. Specific Technical Issues
2. General Scientific Advancement
3. Guiding Principles for Policy Application
2001
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2002

Understanding Natural Hazards (2001)
Section Title
1.0 Purpose of
Publication
2.0 What are Natural
Hazards?
3.0 Natural Hazards
in Ontario
4.0 Provincial
Perspective
5.0 Natural Hazard
Policies, Section 3.1
of the PPSs
6.0 Great Lakes – St
Lawrence River
System and
Large Inland
Lakes
7.0 River and Stream
Systems

Select Issues
General update for current policy and science
Benefits of floodplains in watershed management
Climate change risks
Life-cycle cost analyses of mitigation
Define engineering, geotechnical, and scientific
principles
Update data, science and technology to provide clear
evidence-based criteria for hazard setbacks
•
Increase emphasis on climate change risk
Major technical topics to address include:
•
Dynamic beaches
•
Seiche events
Update data, science and technology to provide clear
evidence-based criteria for hazard setbacks
•
Increase emphasis on climate change risk
Major technical topics to address include:
•
Definition of confined systems
•
Meander belt concept
•
Generic erosion hazard setbacks
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Understanding Natural Hazards (2001)
Section Title

Select Issues

8.0 Hazardous Sites

Unstable soils and bedrock, karst sinkhole hazards

9.0 Addressing the
Hazards
10.0 Ecosystem
Based Planning
and
Management
11.0 Adaptation

Update with guiding principles
Context of updated PPC, role of conservation
authorities, and future adaptations to regulatory
landscape
Update climate change risks

12.0 Implementation

Role of conservation authorities; Qualified Persons

13.0 Summary
Statement

General update for current policy and science
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Technical Guide

River & Streams Systems: Erosion Hazard Limit (2002)
Section Title

Issues

1.0 Introduction

General update for current policy and science

2.0 Erosion Processes

Update data, science and technology to provide clear
evidence-based criteria for hazard setbacks.
• Increase emphasis on climate change risk.
Major technical topics to address include:
•
Definition of confined systems
•
Vertical “scour” hazards (missing)
•
Instream erosion and sediment transport
•
Semi-alluvial systems (bedrock and till)
•
Definitions of reaches, instability and other
geomorphological terms
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Technical Guide

River & Streams Systems: Erosion Hazard Limit (2002)
Section Title

Issues

3.0 Application of the
Provincial Policy

Application of erosion hazards for specific systems at
reach-scale, with reference to jurisdictions outside of
Ontario (e.g., Quebec, various US states, scientific
literature):
•
Unconfined meander belts
•
Confined systems, combined with geotechnical
stable slope hazards, and complex partially confined
systems
•
Headwater drainage features (HDF), generic
standards for low-risk features
•
Existing erosion control structures (new and old)
•
Update toe erosion allowance guidelines (15 m
and Table 3), scaled to channel size
•
Standardized definition and application of erosion
access allowance
•
Erosion thresholds (competent flow velocity),
advancements in theory and applications
•
Improved definitions of geomorphological terms /
concepts:
o Reach scale
o Active erosion
o Bankfull and Top of bank
•
Update standards for field data collection and for
use of geospatial data sources (e.g., LiDAR)
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Technical Guide

River & Streams Systems: Erosion Hazard Limit (2002)
Section Title

Issues

4.0 Site
Investigations
and Studies

Specific examples of data and technology to be address
include:
•
Topographic mapping, including digital elevation
models, and LiDAR derived terrain models
•
Aerial photography, including historical airphotos,
and applications of orthorectification and
photogrammetry.
•
Subsurface data and databases, including boreholes
and shallow geophysics.
•
Geochronology methods (e.g., lead-210,
radiocarbon dating)

5.0 Addressing the
Hazard

•

•
•
6.0 Environmental
Sound
Management…

Guiding principles of policy application to
encourage more sophisticated technological
approaches, evidence-based statistical predictions
including reporting uncertainties, professional
judgment by qualified persons, and expectations for
peer review processes.
Standardize expectations for how to incorporate
existing or new erosion control measures in
erosion hazard assessments, or how not to.
Update erosion control and stream restoration
approaches.

Climate change risks
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Erosion Hazard Assessment
Select Definitions and Topics for Discussion
• Simple Ideas, Tough Challenges

* Partially Confined
Condition?
* Modified Urban
Channels?
* Existing
Developments?

Definitions and Concepts
1. Stream reaches
2. Meander belts for unconfined reaches
3. 100-year erosion allowance
4. Confined systems
5. Erosion access allowance
6. Erosion control measures
*COMPLICATIONS
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Stream Reaches
Reaches are lengths of channel that
display similarity with respect to
valley/floodplain setting, channel form,
and function. The controlling influences
of channel form and function should be
nearly constant within the reach.
TRCA (2004) Belt Width Delineation Procedures

Howett (2017)

Challenge:
Where reach breaks are identified,
and the length of reaches, can
significantly change the meander belt
width.

A reach is defined as a length of
channel over which the channel
characteristics are stable or similar.
MNR (2002) Erosion Hazard Limit
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Meander Belts for Unconfined Reaches
The term meander belt allowance,
for the purposes of defining the “area of
provincial interest”, is essentially the
maximum extent that a water channel
migrates. MNR (2002) Erosion Hazard Limit
Because a watercourse is expected to
move and change within the meander
belt, anything situated within it could, at
some time in the future, be subject to
erosion by the channel. Thus, the
meander belt as a tool for planning
purposes is a valid approach for defining
the area in which river processes occur
and will likely occur in the future.
TRCA (2004) Belt Width Delineation Procedures

Challenges:
Simplified approach is relied on for
complex erosion hazards or when
forced on low risk reaches where
concept is not appropriate.

Modified from Howett (2017)

Different Approaches from
Other Jurisdictions:
Washington State (2003),
Channel Migration Zones
Quebec (Bill 67, 2020)
Mobility Zones
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100-Year Erosion Allowance
Confine Reaches
•

100-year toe erosion
allowance in confined reaches
(MNR, 2002; Table 3)

Unconfined Reaches
•

100-year erosion allowance is
also used in TRCA (2004) belt
width procedures for a factor
of safety applied in addition
to existing belt width

•

Instead, MNR (2002) requires
belt width plus erosion access
allowance of 6 m

100-Year Erosion Limit
•

The term 100-year erosion
hazard limit is also used to for
detailed predictions of
channel locations in 100 years
based on bank erosion rates

TRCA (2015) Crossings Guideline for Valley and
Stream Corridor

Challenges:
Confusion about 100-year erosion
allowance terminology and definition; and
Overreliance on Table 3 with large ranges
in erosion allowances and insufficient
guidance for consistency
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Confined Systems
The confined river valley or stream
system is one in which the physical
presence of a valley corridor containing
a river or stream channel is visibly
detectable from the surrounding
landscape...
The location of the river or stream
channel may be located at the base or
toe of the valley slope, in close
proximity to the valley slope toe (less
than 15 m) or removed from the valley
slope toe (15 m or more).
MNR (2002) Erosion Hazard Limit

Challenges:
•

15-metre criterion not technical justified,
needs to be scaled to channel size; and

•

Insufficient guidance for consistency on
how to integrate channel and slope erosion
hazards in partially confined systems

CVC (2015)
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Erosion Access Allowance and Erosion Control Measures
Erosion Access Allowance
•

Emergency access

•

Construction access

•

Factor of safety

MNR (2002) Erosion Hazard Limit

Erosion Control Measures
•

Erosion hazard credit?

•

Life-cycle costs

Challenges:
•

Erosion access allowance is not as consistent as it could be in definition,
size, and application across the province;

•

Life-cycle costs are discussed, but insufficient guidance for
implementation, so rarely well assessed in specific terms; and

•

How to deal with erosion hazard credit for erosion control measures?
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Scour Hazard Analysis
CVC (2019) Scour Hazard Guidelines

Type

Definition

Local Scour
(Ls)

Localized erosion of the streambed around in-stream structures and artificial
obstructions to the flow.

General Scour
(Gs)

Lowering of the channel bed that generally affects all or most of the channel
cross-section.

Natural Scour
(Ns)

Degradation or lowering of the average bed elevation at the reach- scale due to
natural fluvial processes of erosion and sediment transport operating over the
long-term and may include the effects of watershed land use change
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https://cvc.ca/wp-content/uploads//2021/06/rpt_scourfactsheet_f_111219.pdf

Recommendations and Next STEPs
Recommendations:
Update the guidelines to address:
1. Specific Technical Issues
2. General Scientific Advancement
3. Guiding Principles for Policy Application
PGO Geomorphology Subcommittee
Next STEPs:
Continue to engage with the Ministry
(NDMNRF) as stakeholder in geohazard
policies and technical guidelines for erosion
hazard assessments
Welcome consultation with municipal and
conservation authority stakeholders
Email: geomorphology@pgo.ca

2001

2002
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